Part I. (Do by yourself)

1. Decide whether each of the objects above is a sandwich, and mark them in some way (e.g. check for “yes”, x for “no”).
   Also, there is no right or wrong answer here — What do you think??

2. Write down a definition of "sandwich" that matches your choices.

3. Give two objects (not pictured above) consistent with your definition:
   (a) An object that is a sandwich:

   (b) An object that is not a sandwich:
Part II. (Done in groups)

1. Discuss with your group and see how much agreement/disagreement there is.

2. Which of the objects pictured above does everyone in your group agree is a sandwich?

3. As a group, craft a definition of sandwich that matches the objects that everyone agrees is a sandwich and excludes those objects that someone thinks is not a sandwich.
   (We can call this the strict definition.)

4. Which of the objects pictured above does noone in your group agree is a sandwich?

5. As a group, craft a definition of sandwich that matches the objects that someone thinks is a sandwich and excludes those objects that not everyone agrees is a sandwich.
   (We can call this the loose definition.)

6. Which of the objects pictured above is there disagreement in your group whether it is a sandwich?

7. (Probably hard!) As a group, craft a definition which includes all of those objects on which there is disagreement and excludes all other objects.